
Introducing the Spray Bug, a new user friendly way to 
walk spray greens and other hard to reach areas.

Greens require personal attention and precise application control. Current walking booms are 
labor-intensive and difficult to use and calibrate. The Spray Bug changes all of that!

What is the Spray Bug?
The Spray Bug is an electric powered, self-propelled covered boom system with a self-contained 
15-gallon spray tank and complete spray system. The operator walks in front of the boom system 
and not through the spray, and the wheels do not track through the application. Nozzles are 
visible to the operator while spraying. Because the Spray Bug is self-contained, a 
hose with reel is not needed. The spray tank can be recharged from a larger 
spray vehicle or utility vehicle with the included, dry lock transfer system. In 
addition, individual batches can be mixed directly in the 15 gallon tank.

BE KIND
TO YOUR GREENS



The outer wings and the handle fold up for
compact transport.

Calibration is easy by adjusting the pressure
bypass valve.

A dry lock fitting allows the operator to recharge the
tank without exposure to the spray material.

New! A custom foam marking kit is available to accurately 
line-up for each pass and helps to assure accurate overlap.

Convenient power drive switch and spray control
switch are located at the operator’s fingertips.

The Spray Bug can be operated in both directions
with a flip of a switch.
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Ease of Use
The Spray Bug operates at a consistent 2.6 miles per hour with a cruise control that 

maintains that speed over rolling terrain for accurate calibration. Turning is easy and 
adjustable stops can be set to help in lining up for the next pass. A trailer is available for 

transportation around the golf course.


